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Charing Cross, situated in Central London, is just south of Trafalgar Square. The area technically
provides a junction between Whitehall, The Strand and Cockspur Street. Along The Strand, closely
located to Embankment, you will find Charing Cross station. Here you can get connections on
London Undergroundâ€™s Bakerloo and Northern lines as well as National Rail and Southern Eastern
services. If you were looking to get to Charing Cross from nearby Waterloo then a brisk walk over
the River Thames bridge or tube ride will get you there. For occasions when the weather is a little
wet and windy, it is best to avoid the bridge. A Charing Cross taxi can take you to and from any
destination you like, avoiding getting damp and drenched in the January drizzles.

Tourists and visitors to the area enjoy its fantastic location and excellent connections. It remains
popular due to the number of attractions there are here. Just a stroll down The Strand will bring you
to some of the most grand buildings in the city. Steeped in history, these splendid properties go
back centuries, with some being the former homes of writers and poets. The Strand also has a
number of theatres, restaurants and hotels for those wanting to experience the leisure attractions in
the area. Spending your stop over in the area? Take a taxi in Charing Cross to your required
destination. The synonymous Savoy Hotel, one of Londonâ€™s most famous hotels is situated along
The Strand. This opulent hotel is perhaps suited to the more affluent visitor. The English Edwardian
elegance of the hotel has been maintained since itâ€™s opening in 1889. Adorned with the highest
quality fixtures and fittings, and an Art Deco interior, the sheer magnificence of the building is
enough to impress the most high-brow of guests.

If this seems like too much of an extravagant place to stay then you may be able to find somewhere
a little more in budget. However, it is best to remember the area is infamous for its boutique and
high class hotels and eateries. Just a short taxi ride away by a Charing Cross cab, you can find
somewhere more suitable for tourists stop overs. It may mean you are a little further afield, but if you
can save a few pennies, then it is probably more sensible. You can also take a taxi to Charing Cross
from wherever you are staying and if you still like the idea of visiting the Savoy Hotel, then why miss
out? The Savoy Tea room is a perfect place to visit if you are after a small taste of how the other
half live. A spot of tea and a cream scone is so very quintessentially English. There is no better way
to experience The Savoy and all its lavishness.
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